
Mister Hitches  

ANTI-RATTLE HITCH 

DEVICES 

Our Anti-Rattle devices eliminate or reduce the 
movement of your hitch or hitch accessories in 
the vehicles towbar receiver, thereby muffling 

that annoying rattle that can occur when towing  
or carrying bikes or other hitch mounted  

accessories. Using our Anti-Rattle Device can 
make your trip more enjoyable. 

Mister Hitches has two models which can suit 
either a hollow shank or a solid shank hitch. 

 

 
MHARHP:   ANTI-RATTLE HITCH PIN & LOCK 

This Anti-Rattle hitch pin dramatically reduces any 
movement or vibration of your ball mount in your 
hitch. It also has a locking feature that deters the 

theft of your valuable hitch. 
This Anti-Rattle hitch pin is designed to be used with 
a hollow shank only. The pin diameter is 5/8” and is 
chrome plated. A rubber lock dust cap keeps out the 

dust and dirt. Comes complete with 2 keys and a 
wrench. The inside useable length is 68mm. 

 
 

MHARHB:   ANTI-RATTLE HITCH BRACKET 
This Anti-Rattle hitch bracket dramatically reduces 
any movement or vibration of your ball mount in 

your hitch by torqueing down the hitch or accessory  
firmly onto your receiver (see pic). This Anti-Rattle 
hitch bracket  is designed to be used with either a 
hollow or a solid shank. Suits any 40mm or 50mm 

square hitch. This bracket can also be used in  
conjunction with the MHARHP. Installs in minutes. 
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MEMBER 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDING GST 

PART NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE SRRP BARCODE 

MHARHP ANTI-RATTLE HITCH PIN AND LOCK, WITH 2 KEYS AND WRENCH   0000006793272 

MHARHB ANTI-RATTLE HITCH BRACKET   0000006793746 

     

THIS IS ANOTHER QUALITY MISTER 
HITCHES PRODUCT. 

FOR MORE GREAT PRODUCTS SEE 

WWW.MISTERHITCHES.COM.AU 

STOPS THAT ANNOYING RATTLE AND 
CLUNKING FROM YOUR HITCH 

MHARHP 

MHARHB 


